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FORWARD 

 
This guideline describes a process that may be used by industry and the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) staff in the Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation to identify, 
discuss, and answer generic questions. These frequently asked questions (FAQs), may arise due 
to a need for additional clarity on the application of Regulations, NRC Policy, and/or guidance to 
a specific situation, which is expected to occur for multiple CoC holders or licensees.  
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USED FUEL STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION FREQUENTLY 
ASKED QUESTIONS PROCESS 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of the Used Fuel Storage and Transportation Frequently Asked Question (UFS&T-
FAQ) process is to provide an organized forum for licensees and Certificate of Compliance 
(CoC) holders, and the NRC to resolve generic questions concerning the implementation of 10 
CFR Part 71 and 10 CFR Part 72 requirements, NRC Policy, and guidance. This process is 
intended to support the resolution of licensee and CoC holder’s questions in a timely and 
effective manner and support the NRC’s exercising of its regulatory responsibility in the most 
efficient and direct manner possible. 
 
The UFS&T-FAQ process cannot be used to change any regulatory requirements promulgated 
through rules or orders, NRC Policy or any guidance. The intent of this process is solely to 
clarify existing regulations, NRC Policy and guidance, and to assist in addressing 
implementation questions related to used fuel storage and transportation programs under 10 CFR 
Part 71 and 10 CFR Part 72. 

2 UFS&T-FAQ QUESTION CRITERIA 

For a question to be considered under the UFS&T-FAQ process, the question must be generic 
(i.e., have the potential to affect more than one CoC or ISFSI without consideration or evaluation 
of cask/site specific information). Potential UFS&T-FAQs include questions where CoC holders, 
licensees or the NRC believe there would be a benefit to providing additional clarification of a 
requirement, NRC Policy or guidance. In order to determine whether a question should be 
considered under the UFS&T-FAQ process, the initiating Panel (Industry or NRC) shall apply 
the following criteria: 
 
1. The question must be sufficiently generic. (Does it affect more than one CoC/ISFSI without 

consideration or evaluation of site specific information?) 

2. The question does not involve unresolved enforcement actions or allegations, or situations 
covered by other NRC regulatory processes (e.g. Generic Issues process, Bulletin, Generic 
Letter). The UFS&T-FAQ process may be used to address generic aspects of issues 
encountered during inspections, questions arising during application reviews, and 72.48 
reviews.   

3. The resolution of the question would provide clarification of the existing regulations, NRC 
policy, NRC position and/or regulatory guidance. The UFST&T-FAQ cannot result in new or 
different requirements, NRC policy, position and/or interpretation of the regulations, where 
rulemaking, Commission rulings, and/or guidance development processes are appropriate.  
Clarity from the resolution of the UFS&T-FAQ could be incorporated into future new or 
revised guidance if deemed appropriate. 

If all the criteria are met, then a question may be appropriate for resolution utilizing the UFS&T-
FAQ process. 
 



3 UFS&T-FAQ QUESTION PANELS 

The UFS&T-FAQ process has two Panels, an Industry Panel and an NRC Panel. These Panels 
are independent, but must communicate during key points in the FAQ process.  
 
The Industry Panel will consist of representatives from the commercial nuclear power industry 
and at least one NEI representative. The Industry Panel members shall consist of personnel 
experienced in used fuel storage and transportation matters and include both CoC holder and 
licensee representatives. NEI senior management shall designate an NEI representative who will 
function as the Industry Panel Chair. The Industry Panel Chair will also arrange meetings1 and 
provide administrative support for the communication and transmittal of UFS&T-FAQ status and 
resolution. If a licensee originates the FAQ, then the originator may be invited to present and 
describe the UFS&T-FAQ at the Industry Panel meetings where the UFS&T-FAQ is discussed. 
 
NRC management will designate an NRC Panel, and will appoint an NRC Panel Chair. If NRC 
staff originates the FAQ, then NRC management will determine the originators role with the 
NRC Panel. 

4 REGULATORY PROCESS INTERFACE 

The UFS&T-FAQ process is intended to provide clear answers to generic questions that could 
affect industry implementation of used fuel storage and transportation requirements, NRC 
Policy, and guidance. Sometimes, generic questions are identified through the NRC Inspection 
and Application Review processes. They are also identified during CoC holder and licensee 
implementation, e.g. 10 CFR 72.48 programs. It is important that NRC processes for resolving 
an issue related to a single CoC holder or licensee through established NRC processes (e.g. 
inspection, application review) not be unduly restricted by the resolution of the generic aspects 
of issue. At the same time, resolution of the single CoC holder/licensee issue should, to the 
extent possible, align with, and benefit from the clarity provided by resolution of the generic 
aspects of the issue. It is noted that in some cases resolution of the single CoC holder/licensee 
issue may need to proceed without benefiting from the resolution of the generic aspect of the 
issue. However, such cases should not result in a delay to resolution of the generic aspect of the 
issue. In all cases, the UFS&T-FAQ process should only focus on the generic aspect of the 
question and avoid site-specific factors that might distort the understanding of the resolution. 

5 UFS&T-FAQ LOG AND STATUS TRACKING  

In order to facilitate efficient tracking, review, and closure of UFS&T-FAQs, the Industry Panel 
Chair will maintain a log of all UFS&T-FAQs. UFS&T-FAQs generated by the NRC Panel will 
be provided to the Industry Panel Chair to be logged and tracked. The log will show basic 
information such as unique tracking number, date initiated, initiator, and current status. This log 
will be available to each Panel and updated on a periodic basis. 
 
Both Panel Chairs will maintain a file of in-process and completed UFS&T-FAQs. 

                                                 
1 In this document, “meeting” does not necessarily mean a “face-to-face” meeting. “Meeting” may also include 
meeting by phone, teleconference, webcast or other means in which participants are able to interact and share 
information with each other. Where a meeting must be “face-to-face” it will be stated as such, or as a “public 
meeting”. 
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6 RESOLUTION DEVELOPMENT PROCESS  

In addition to the following UFS&T-FAQ process description, a flow chart of this process is 
provided in Section 11. 

Step 1 - Identification and Question Development  

Industry personnel will send potential UFS&T-FAQs arising from internal reviews, operating 
experience, 72.48 reviews, or other sources, to the Industry Panel Chair.  

NRC personnel will send potential UFS&T-FAQs arising from internal reviews, inspections, 
application reviews, or other sources, to the NRC Panel Chair.  

Questions should be documented and submitted using the UFS&T-FAQ form (Appendix A). The 
proposed UFS&T-FAQ should provide appropriate references from regulatory or industry 
documents. The history, operating conditions and description of design features may be relevant 
and should be included as supporting documentation. The submittal should include a proposed 
answer where possible. It is imperative that facts and supporting documentation are complete and 
accurate in all material respects.  

If urgent resolution of the question is needed, it should be so noted on the form along with a 
supporting basis for requesting urgent resolution. In cases involving a question that is in need of 
urgent resolution, the Panels may accelerate the processing of the UFS&T-FAQ. This must be 
identified to both the Industry and NRC Panel Chairs sufficiently in advance to permit 
appropriate internal review. 

Initiators should check the UFS&T-FAQ log to prevent redundancy with existing questions. If 
there is a related existing question in the UFS&T-FAQ process, then the existing question should 
be reviewed to determine whether it encompasses the new question. The Industry and NRC 
Panels should discuss and agree on the path forward. If the new question is not encompassed by 
the existing question, then the existing question should be reviewed to determine if it should be 
augmented to include the new question, or whether the new question should be submitted 
separately.  

Step 2 - Question Screening 

Both Panels separately shall conduct an initial screening of proposed UFS&T-FAQs to determine 
whether they meet the criteria of Section 2, and provide their conclusion to the other Panel. If the 
Panels do not agree on the screening (e.g. either accepted or rejected, based upon the screening 
criteria), then the Panels should further discuss until they agree on the screening. If agreement 
cannot be reached, then the FAQ would be rejected, with a basis for rejection and an opportunity 
for the originator to clarify and resubmit. 

In the event that a question does not meet those criteria, or where it duplicates questions 
addressed in existing UFS&T-FAQs or other questions undergoing screening, the appropriate 
Panel Chair shall notify the originator that the question will not be resolved through the UFS&T-
FAQ process. A basis for rejection will be provided to the originator, and the originator would be 
permitted to resubmit an FAQ, e.g. Step 1, if they can adequately address the basis for rejection 
and demonstrate that it would meet the screening criteria. 



For questions that are accepted, i.e. screened as meeting criteria for an UFS&T-FAQ, the 
Industry Panel Chair will assign a unique UFS&T-FAQ number and enter it in the UFS&T-FAQ 
Log, along with a brief description. Questions should be screened and either accepted or rejected 
within two weeks of being submitted. 

Step 3 - Develop Draft Proposed Response 

Once a question is accepted as an UFS&T-FAQ, an individual from the initiating Panel will be 
assigned to develop a draft proposed response if necessary. This will include consideration of 
proposals by the initiator. The draft proposed response should be internally discussed and agreed 
upon within the initiating Panel. After this internal consensus, the UFS&T-FAQ, including the 
draft proposed response will be submitted via the appropriate Panel Chair to the counterpart 
Panel. This effort should be done within two weeks of a question being screened and accepted. 

Step 4 - Panel Interaction and Review  

The counterpart Panel, upon receiving a draft proposed response frrom the initiating Panel, will 
review the draft proposed response. The counterpart Panel will provide written comments and 
feedback on the draft proposed response, within two weeks. In the case of substantial 
disagreement the counterpart Panel may provide an alternative draft proposed response. The 
initiating Panel will consider the counterpart Panel’s comments when revising the proposed 
response. 

The Panels will meet on an as-needed basis, typically within two weeks of the counterpart Panel 
providing comments to the initiating Panel, to discuss UFS&T-FAQ proposed responses. At the 
meeting, the Panels will further discuss the proposed response(s), with the intent of developing a 
mutually acceptable resolution. Candid exchange is encouraged to facilitate consideration of all 
pertinent aspects by all parties. 

After the Panels meeting, if there was general agreement on the resolution of the question, then 
the initiating Panel will develop a written proposed resolution with rationale and provide a copy 
to the other Panel for comment. The initiating Panel will update the proposed resolution based 
upon the other Panel’s comments and submit for the approval process.  If there was substantial 
disagreement between the Panels at the Panels meeting, then both Panels will separately develop 
proposed resolutions with rationale and provide copies to the other Panel. These separate 
proposed resolutions, along with the comments on the other Panel’s proposed resolution will be 
submitted for the approval process.  

7 APPROVAL  

When the Panels agree on a resolution to the UFS&T-FAQ, that agreed-upon resolution is 
provided to the NRC/NMSS/Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation (DSFST) Deputy 
Director for final approval. The Deputy Director will review the Panel-agreed-upon resolution 
and, if the Deputy Director concurs, will approve the resolution. If the Deputy Director does not 
concur, then the resolution will be rejected, and rationale will be provided to the Panels for 
further development (per Step 4 of Section 6).  
 
If the Panels do not agree on the resolution, each Panel shall send its proposed resolution, with 
written rationale, to the NRC/NMSS/SFST Director with a copy provided to the other Panel. 
Each Panel (industry and NRC) has the opportunity to comment on the other’s proposed 
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resolution before consideration by the Director. The NRC/NMSS/SFST Director will reach a 
decision on the final UFS&T-FAQ resolution, and will provide a response back to both Panels 
setting forth the rationale for the decision. If the Director does not concur with either Panel’s 
proposed resolution, then they will both be rejected, and rationale will be provided to the Panels 
for further development (per Step 4 of Section 6).  

8 APPEALS 

In the case where the NRC/NMSS/SFST Director decides the final resolution, and the Industry 
Panel disagrees with the decision, then the industry has the right to appeal the decision. 
 
The industry, as represented by the NEI Chief Nuclear Officer, may appeal decisions of the 
NRC/NMSS/SFST Director to the NRC Office Director for Nuclear Material Safety and 
Safeguards within one month. The decision of the NRC/NMSS Director is the NRC’s final 
resolution and position of the UFS&T-FAQ. The NRC should attempt to resolve the industry’s 
appeal within one month of its receipt. The UFS&T-FAQ will not be issued until the appeal has 
been resolved. 

9 WITHDRAWAL, TRANSMITTAL AND MODIFICATION 

A UFS&T-FAQ may be withdrawn by the initiating Panel at any time prior to approval by the 
NRC/NMSS/DSFST Director or Deputy Director in accordance with Section 6. 
 
Once a UFS&T-FAQ response/solution has been approved by NRC it is distributed to CoC 
holders and licensees by email from NEI. The NRC will publish the UFS&T-FAQ on a website 
dedicated to collecting resolution of UFS&T-FAQs. In addition, the NEI representative will 
update the UFS&T-FAQ Log. 
 
In the event that any approved UFS&T-FAQ resolution is subsequently determined to require 
revision, a revision to the UFS&T-FAQ must be initiated and follow the process from the 
beginning.   

10 UFS&T-FAQ IMPLEMENTATION 

UFS&T-FAQs provide clarification of existing regulations, NRC policy, position, and/or 
guidance, and as such do not themselves represent requirements, NRC policy, position, and or 
guidance. CoC holders and licensee implementation of the UFS&T-FAQs is voluntary. However, 
CoC holders and licensees should periodically review new and prior UFS&T-FAQ resolutions to 
assure that already answered questions do not re-arise in subsequent licensing and inspection 
activities. 



11 PROCESS FLOWCHART 
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Yes
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APPENDIX A - UFS&T-FAQ FORM 

Used Fuel Storage and Transportation Frequently Asked Questions (UFS&T-FAQ) 

Form Revision A, 09/12 
 
UFS&T-FAQ Number/Title:____YY-XX______  
 
UFS&T-FAQ Title:__________________________ 
 
UFS&T-FAQ Identification and Screen Section 
 
(Requestor to Complete) 

Licensee/CoC 
Holder: 

      Date Submitted:       

Licensee/CoC holder Contact:       Phone:       E-mail:       
NRC Contact:       Phone:       E-mail:       
 
Potentially relevant existing UFS&T-FAQ 
numbers: 

       

This question involves: 
(check all that apply)   

Cask Design Basis , 72.212 , 72.48 , 72.240 , 
ISFSI Design Basis , Storage , Transportation , Other  

Question, including background description and applicable reference(s): 

Draft Proposed Response: 
      

 
Additional pages attached? Yes  No  
 

      



 
Screening Results: 
1. Is the question sufficiently generic? (Does it affect more than one CoC/ISFSI without 

consideration or evaluation of site specific information?)  Yes  No  

2. The question does not involve any unresolved enforcement actions or allegations, or 
situations covered by other NRC regulatory processes (e.g. Generic Issues process, Bulletin, 
Generic Letter). The UFS&T-FAQ process may be used to address generic aspects of issues 
encountered during inspections, questions arising during application reviews, and 72.48 
reviews.  Yes  No  

3. Would the resolution of the question provide clarification of the existing regulations, NRC 
policy, NRC position and/or regulatory guidance? The UFST&T-FAQ cannot result in new 
or different requirements, NRC policy, position and/or interpretation of the regulations, 
where rulemaking, Commission rulings, and/or guidance development processes are 
appropriate.  Clarity from the resolution of the UFS&T-FAQ could be incorporated into 
future new or revised guidance if deemed appropriate. Yes  No  

FAQ Accepted: 
Industry Panel: Yes  No  
NRC Panel: Yes  No  

(NEI to complete) 
Date entered into FAQ Log 
                         

 
By:       
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UFS&T-FAQ Number/Title:____YY-XX______  
 
UFS&T-FAQ Title:__________________________ 
 
Updated:___________ 
 
UFS&T-FAQ Evaluation and Resolution Section 
 
(To be Completed by both Industry and NRC Panel) 
 
Proposed Final Resolution of UFS&T-FAQ 
       
(If Industry Panel and NRC Panel do not concur, include both Panels’ proposed resolutions here) 

 
Approval of Resolution of UFS&T-FAQ 
 
 
(NRC/NMSS/DSFST Deputy Director or Director comments on Proposed Final Resolution. If 
Proposed final resolution is rejected, provide rationale here). 
Approved by:       
(NRC/NMSS/DSFST Deputy Director if Panels Concur; 
NRC/NMSS/DSFST Director if Panels do not Concur) 

 
Date:       

 
Closure of UFS&T-FAQ 
UFS&T-FAQ closed in tracking system and UFS&T-FAQ database updated: Date:       
    

 
 

Issue discussed at meeting of both NRC/NEI Question Panels: Date       
Issue Panels:  Concur  Do Not Concur  
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